Mini Scrapbooks make a great project for Cloverbuds because they can be made in one meeting. The only
paper needed for this mini scrapbook is one sheet of 12"x12" scrapbook paper! Be sure to give your Cloverbuds advance notice of this project so they can bring up to seven (7) small photos or mementos (3”
square) to put in their scrapbook. This makes a wonderful project for a Cloverbud and parent to work on
together – just be sure the Cloverbud is participating fully in the project. If a parent does not accompany
their Cloverbud while working on this project, they can be asked to send a brief explanation of each photo/
memento so the Cloverbud can journal (write) about the picture.
You will need:
• 1 sheet 12"x12" scrapbook paper for each child (be sure to select paper that is white/light on one side)
• 12" piece of ribbon for each child
• Rulers
• 12" Paper trimmer
• Trimming scissors (optional)
• Two-sided tape
• Stickers
Hint: Look for scrapbook paper (acid-free and lignin free) and scrapbooking tools, such as trimming scissors and stickers, at your local dollar store!

Teaching Activities:
During this activity, the Cloverbuds will:
• Practice decision-making when deciding which photos/mementos to use in their scrapbook
• Use a ruler to measure
• Use scissors to trim their pages and cut out page pockets
• Print in their scrapbook

Instructions:
1. Help each child sort their photos or mementos. They might want to sort chronologically, by subjects
displayed in their photos/mementos, etc.
2. Help each child select one page of scrapbook paper.
3. Crop (trim) photos/mementos so they will fit into a 3” square space.
4. Cut a 12x12 sheet of scrapbook paper into 4 strips that are each 3" wide. Depending on the time allotted to this project, you may want to have the paper cut into strips ahead of time.
5. Use trimming scissors to trim the edges of the paper (optional).

6. Fold each strip in half. Open it back up. And, then fold each end towards the center and crease.

7. Stack the folded pages to create the book. You will have seven (7) scrapbook “pages” to fill and
decorate.

8. Bind the book by running a piece of ribbon down the center and bring the ribbon around to the front
of the book and tie a knot to hold the pages in place.

9. Open to the first page of the scrapbook. On the left side (where the page is folded over) cut away
part of the page to form a pocket. The right side is where the Cloverbud can journal (write) something about the photo/memento placed on the left. Note: The pages that open will be on the right side
of the scrapbook on the second half of the scrapbook. Use 2-sided tape to place the photo/memento
on the page OR tape the edges of the pocket so that the photo/memento can be removed to look at it
and then be replaced in the pocket. Do this with remaining pages.

10. Add stickers to the pages as desired. The Cloverbuds can decorate the cover of their scrapbook with
their name and stickers.

Helpful Websites to learn more:
www.scrapbookingnow.com (free downloads and information)
http://www.smilebox.com/ (digital scrapbooks)
www.creativememories.com (site to purchase Scrapbooking tools)
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